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Introduction

Giving presentations is an essential skill not only in 
academic but also in industry. Studies have shown that 
giving a good presentation would have several positive 
impacts on one’s career, including visibility of research 
results, introducing opportunities for collaboration, 
higher chances of getting a job offer, positive personal 
impression, etc. The advantages are many. That’s why 
people often say “every talk is a job talk”.



This is 
important stuff 
but I don’t 
want you to 
read

Investigating feeding and feedback of the central SMBH is key to understanding the dynamics and 
thermo- dynamics of the ICM in the cores of galaxy clusters. Bub- bles inflated by AGN jets could stir up 
the gas, provide heat to the ICM to counteract radiative cooling glob- ally, and could trigger cold-gas 
condensation due to local thermal instabilities. While kinetic-energy-dominated jets have been 
extensively studied using purely hydrody- namic simulations, the effects of CR-dominated jets are less 
well understood. To this end, we perform 3D hydro- dynamic simulations of CR-dominated jets in a 
Perseus- like cluster to study the detailed evolution of a single AGN outburst. In particular, we focus on 
their impact on the process of heating and cooling, the generation of turbulence, and the observable 
signatures. We con- trast CR-dominated jets with kinetic-energy-dominated jets, and we compare 
simulations with and without CR transport processes. Our main results are as follows. 

By injecting jets with different energy partitions in kinetic and CR forms while keeping jet momentum the 
same, we confirm that kinetic-jet inflated bubbles tend to be more elongated, whereas fatter bubbles 
such as the young cavities observed at the center of the Perseus cluster are more easily produced by CR-
dominated jets. 

CR bubbles can drive a more significant expansion of the hot ICM due to buoyancy and larger cross 
sections, which helps to suppress radiative cooling by removing gas with short cooling times near the 
cluster center. Since it takes longer times for the ICM to cool again and feed the SMBH, this effect could 
explain the more episodic AGN activity seen in previous simulations of self-regulated CR- jet feedback. 

Heating by CR jets is less efficient than kinetic jets because less thermal energy is contained within the 
CR bubbles that could be accessed by the ICM through di- rect/turbulent mixing. The inefficient heating, 
together with adiabatic cooling associated with the expansion of the atmosphere, induces episodes of 
cold-gas formation during the bubble formation. This condensed multiphase gas is later crucial for the 
triggering of the AGN via CCA, which is the main agent of the feedback self-regulation. 

The evolution of the cold gas sensitively depends on whether CR transport mechanisms are included or 
not. With transport by either diffusion or streaming, the CRs could escape the bubbles and interact with 
the ICM, thereby providing heating and greatly reducing the amount of cold gas at later times. This could 
explain 



These are 
equations I am 
sure you all 
understand



This is the key 
figure

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3



Possible 
interpretations 
of the results

� Model 1 presents a better fit to the observed data

� The differences between Model 1 and 2 are due to 
measurement errors

� Model 3 is currently ruled out by the data already

� I would be amazed if you are still following what I am saying



v Conductive heating from cluster outskirts
v Anisotropic conduction -> HBI (Quataert 2007)

v Final B azimuthal, shut off conduction

Parrish et al. (2009) 

or ??

Q: Roles of thermal conduction?

B
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No AGN

With AGN

Yang & Reynolds (2016a)

Cooling catastrophe @ t~0.3Gyr

Self-regulation
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v AGN-driven turbulence randomizes field lines 
v Effective Spitzer fraction fsp ~ 1/3

AGN counteracts HBI

Turbulent velocity B field
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Conductive vs. AGN heating

v Conductive heating ~ 10% of cooling losses
v Conductive heating is nearly constant over time
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Reynolds et al. (2015), which showed that the generation
of volume-filling turbulence by AGN requires that the g-
waves are not trapped only within a small area. If future
observations, e.g., Astro-H, give evidences for volume-
filling turbulence within cluster cores, other mechanisms
may need to be invoked, such as g-mode excitation by
galaxy motions (Ruszkowski & Oh 2011) and decay from
large-scale turbulence generated by cluster mergers (e.g.,
Heinz et al. 2010; Vazza et al. 2013).

3.3. Conductive vs. AGN heating

In the last section we have shown that AGN jet-driven
turbulence can randomize the magnetic field lines and
restore the thermal conductivity to 1/3 of Spitzer. The
next important questions to be addressed are whether
this promotes significant heat transfer from outer radii
to help balance radiative cooling and how much it is com-
pared to the amount of AGN heating. Because thermal
conductivity has a strong dependence on gas tempera-
ture (Eq. 6), we present results for the fiducial Perseus-
like cluster (Run CA and Run A) and a cluster with
double the mass (Run CAMh and Run AMh). To probe
the maximum strength of the e↵ects of conduction, for
the higher mass cases we choose lB = 10 kpc so that the
conductive heat fluxes are not impeded by the HBI.
We quantify conductive heating within a sphere by the

conductive luminosity, which is the conductive heat flux,

Qcond = �fsp�@T/@r, (13)

integrated across the surface of the sphere. We then com-
pute the conductive luminosity within the cooling radius
rc = 100 kpc, defined here as the radius at which the
cooling time is equal to 3 Gyr, and compare it to the X-
ray luminosity within rc and the AGN jet power. These
quantities for Run CA are shown in the top panel of
Figure 5. The results from a typical simulation of AGN
feedback without conduction (Run A) are shown in the
bottom panel for comparison.
For the standard AGN simulation (Run A), the clus-

ter contracts due to radiative cooling until cold gas forms
out of local TI when tc/t↵ . 10 and triggers subsequent
AGN activity after t ⇠ 0.3 Gyr. Afterwards, the AGN
self-regulates and the radiative cooling is balanced by
AGN heating. The averaged jet power is greater than the
X-ray luminosity within rc because the bubbles can reach
beyond rc and thus the e↵ective e�ciency of transform-
ing kinetic energy to thermal energy within rc (referred
to as ‘thermalization e�ciency’ hereafter) is ⇠ 0.3.
For Run CA, the conductive luminosity starts from

⇠ 50% of the X-ray luminosity. As the cooling domi-
nates, the cluster core again contracts and sets o↵ the
AGN. After the cluster reaches a quasi-static state after
t ⇠ 1 Gyr, the conductive heating only contributes to
⇠ 10% of the cooling losses, while the remaining is o↵set
by AGN heating. We also computed the ratios between
the conductive and X-ray luminosities for di↵erent radii
and verified that conductive heating remains subdomi-
nant throughout the cluster core. The averaged jet power
is only ⇠ 2/3 of that in the AGN-only simulation. The
reasons are two-fold. First, the AGN does not need to in-
ject so much energy with the aid of conduction. Second,
because of the weaker jet power, the bubbles travel to
shorter distances and thus the thermalization e�ciency
is higher than the AGN-only simulation.

AGN+Conduction

AGN only 

Fig. 5.— Heating and cooling luminosities for AGN simulations
with (top, Run CA) and without (bottom, Run A) anisotropic
conduction. The X-ray/cooling and conductive luminosities are
calculated within a cooling radius of rc = 100 kpc. The red curves
show the AGN jet power averaged every 0.2 Gyr. For Run CA,
after the cluster reaches a quasi-equilibrium state (i.e., t & 1 Gyr),
conductive heating contributes to ⇠ 10% of the radiative losses.

One might think the decrease in the amount of conduc-
tive heating is caused by the HBI. Indeed, the e↵ective
Spitzer fraction decreases from an initial value of 1/3 to
⇠ 0.22 after t ⇠ 1 Gyr due to the HBI (red solid line in
Figure 3). However, this is not enough for account for
the degree of suppression of the conductive luminosity,
implying some other factor is at play. To this end, we
did an experiment and performed the same run as Run
CA but with lB = 10 kpc, for which HBI should have
no e↵ects (for reason discussed in § 3.1). The conductive
luminosity still drops to ⇠ 2⇥ 1044 erg s�1. What hap-
pens is that as the heat fluxes flow into the core region
and cause the core temperature to rise. The tempera-
ture gradient in the core is reduced and thus subsequent
conductive heat flux is inhibited. That is, conductive
heating is a self-limiting mechanism. Though the rela-
tive importance of conductive to AGN heating obviously
depends on cluster initial conditions and cluster masses
(see below), we find that the it is a general trend for the
conductive heat fluxes to decrease with time due to re-
duced temperature gradients. Moreover, this e↵ect has
more impacts on the long-term evolution of conductive
heating than the temporarily-enhanced Spitzer fraction
due to AGN-driven turbulence (note also that the con-
ductive luminosity does not simply follow the evolution
of h✓Bi because of the varying temperature gradients).
The higher mass cases are presented in Figure 6.

Again, for the run without conduction (bottom panel),

AGN+Conduction 

AGN only 

AGN+Conduction 

AGN only 
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Conductive vs. AGN heating

v Conductive heating ~ 50% of cooling losses

AGN+Conduction 

AGN only AGN+Conduction 

AGN only 

(2 x Perseus ~ 1.7 x 1015 Msun)
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Direct AGN heating is crucial!!



Conclusions
� Giving a good presentation is one of the most 

important skills in one’s career

� Please never repeat what was done in this talk 



How many 
common 
mistakes have 
you found?

� Apologies in the beginning

� Fillers (Uh, Um, so, 然後…)

� Reading from slides

� Back facing the audience / no eye contact

� Small font sizes

� Silent voices

� Long equations

� Unclear figures (faint lines, small labels, low contrast colors)

� Randomly pointing laser pointers

� Too many fancy animations and transitions

� Going over time & ignoring the moderator



Q: What are other do’s and 
don’ts for preparing and 
presenting a talk? 

Group 
Activity
(4-6/grp)

Preparation Presentation

Do’s 1.
2.

1.
2.

Don’ts 1.
2.

1.
2.



Tips sharing
Dr. Yi-Kuan Chiang

CCAPP Fellow, Ohio State University





Tips sharing
Dr. Tetsuya Hashimoto

CICA Fellow, National Tsing Hua University



!

Please justify your project

Poor results
+ excellent reasoning 

Excellent results
+ poor reasoning

!
This project may solve

the key question in future

OK, then what can we 
learn from this project?

Audience

Audience



For this purpose, fill            in your talk

I started this project because my data/idea 
allows us to solve the                     .

is a big question in astronomy/physics.Big Q

is a key to understanding the               .Item Big Q

However, revealing               was hampered by 
in previous works.

Item

Problem

Problem



Please justify your sample 

I use this data because 
my supervisor has it.  

I use this data because it allows 
to overcome the problem.



Technical difficulty ≠ scientific impact

!
���. Then, what 
is the importance of 

your analysis?

This analysis is very difficult!
I spent a lot of time!

Audience

Presenter



Technical difficulty ≠ scientific impact

!
This is important 

because the problem 
was solved

By overcoming the 
technical difficulty, we 

solved the problem

Audience

Presenter



One point in one slide

Audiences understood 10% 
of many points in the slide

Audiences understood 100% of 
one point in the slide



• Invisible font/color/figure/label/unit
--> all give a negative impression

• Please practice many times

Final tips



Tips sharing
Karen Yang

National Tsing Hua University



“It’s not about how much you emit, 
but how much they absorb.”

-- by K. Yang

1



Know your audience!
1

Level of profession

Public talks

Astronomy clubs

Physics colloquium

Astronomy colloquium

Astronomy conferences

AS-IoP



Know your audience!
1



Ask yourself: “What is the 
purpose of my talk?”

2

� Promote and advertise research results

� Establish collaborations

� Obtain a degree

� Get a job

� Let people know me and like me

� Get funding/donation

� Educate the audience

� Entertain the audience

� ……



”Practice makes perfect.”

3

60-min rule



”Practice makes perfect.”

3

Learn from others’ talks



Q: What are other do’s and 
don’ts for preparing and 
presenting a talk? 

Group 
Sharing & 
Free 
Discussions

Preparation Presentation

Do’s 1.
2.

1.
2.

Don’ts 1.
2.

1.
2.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnWyzdUGmyE



Preparation Presentation

Do’s 1. Dedicate enough time to prepare
2. Make figures clear
3. Check the slides (whether the content is logic, grammar is 

correct, length of text is appropriate)
4. Have a summary slide on the key points
5. Think about what questions the audience may ask and make 

backup slides 
6. Practice
7. Choose comfortable and presentable attire
8. Turn off FB/email notifications
9. Check battery, pointer, videos/audios, prepare backups on a 

USB stick or on the cloud

1. Speak loud and clear with moderate speed
2. Explain the figures/plots/tables
3. Repeat important concepts and key messages multiple times
4. Make eye contact
5. (Try to) Show confidence
6. Be positive and be honest
7. Tell a joke when appropriate

Don’ts 1. Use unreadable font style
2. Put too many stuff on one slide
3. Put too many slides but no able to finish them
4. Put something you don’t know
5. Stay up late
6. Drink too much tea/coffee/alcohol or go to a party
7. Choose noon to do the presentation, if possible

1. Panic
2. Face to the screen and talk to oneself
3. Read the slides
4. Talk in monotone
5. Move too excessively
6. Go overtime
7. Ignore the audience’s question or pretend to know the question
8. Relax before the end of the talk (including Q&A)


